In this article we will consider third order homogeneous differential equations:     1 0 0 1
cc of the minimal polynomial   PU of u and their derivatives. The aim of this work is to diminutize
Introduction
This section is a recall of some definitions in Differential Galois theory that we will depend on in our study. In the second section we will give an algorithm to find the relation between 0 1 , a a , the semi-invariant Ulmer (Singer & Ulmer 1993 Algorithm p. 31) whose determination is not easy to do, and we will achieve this by using Groebner Basis, and in the third section we will expose the codes Maple and Magma we have used for more knowledge about Invariant Theory refer to (Benson 1993 , Cox 1992 Differential Galois theory Definition 1. (Singer & Ulmer 1998 p. 3) A differential field   , k  is a field k together with a derivation  in k . The set of all constants
k  is a Liouvillian extension if there is a tower of fields :
K , such that one of the following holds: 
To a basis   , , y 1 y n of the solution space of   0 L y we associate the evaluation morphism:
is its image in K under the above evaluation morphism.
The morphism  has the following properties:
a. such that
which is not imprimitive is called primitive.
for more knowledge about Differential Galois theory refer to Magid 1994 , Kolchin 1948 .
Algorithm to Diminutize the Number of Constants m C Stated in the Algorithm of Singer & Ulmer 1993
In this section we will consider linear ordinary differential equations of third order the form:
without losing the Liouvillian character of the solutions (Kolchin 1948 , p.184, OKKO 2018 Remark. P. 51), whose Galois group   L S is imprimitive. This case is characterised by the fact that the third symmetric power ( ) 0 Ly  has an exponential solution whose square is rational or equivalently it has a semi-invariant of degree 3 and of order 2
give an algorithm to find the coefficients of the minimal polynomial   PU of u in terms of 01 , aa , the semi-invariant
which is unique up to multiplication by a constant, and their derivatives by using Groebner Basis. Befor this we will introduce a lemma (Ulmer 2003, Lemma 3.1) . ) and recall it. 
The theorem 3 and its proof in (Singer & Ulmer 1997. ) (Singer 1985) Lemma 3.4, but we will give a proof using the introduced formalism. According to section 2.1 we have that Gr we speak about is 4
Gr , whatever the order of the symmetric equation 3 (y) 0 L  is 7, 9 or 10 . 
by using procedure transfereL with Maple program (Okko 2018 
